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STATE COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH & TRAINING 

MESSAGE 

It gives me immense pleasure to observe that the Department of 

Inclusive Education, SCERT has published teacher training Modules that can 

benefit the entire teaching fraternity of the state of J&K. The teacher training 

module in its present form has been prepared by a galaxy of professionals 

belonging to varied fields. 

In the coming days, we look forward to work more vigorously on 

different components of Inclusive Education on an extended platform to 

enhance the standards of Inclusive Education in   UT of Jammu & Kashmir. 

 

 

Mohammad Sharief Dedhar 

Joint Director SCERT 

Divisional Office, Srinagar 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 

 

ASD   Autism Spectrum Disorder 

CP  Cerebral Palsy 

CWDs  Children with Disabilities 

CWSN Children with Special Needs 

db  decibel 

DIET  District Institute Of Education & Training 

ECCE  Early Childhood Care and Education 

HBE  Home Based Education 

HIV  Human Immunodeficiency Virus 

IEP  Individualized Educational Plan 

MD  Muscular Dystrophy 

NEP 2020 National Education Policy 2020 

NCERT National Council for Educational Research and Training 

NTA  National Trust Act 

PWD  Persons with Disabilities Act 

RPWD ACT Rights of Persons with Disability Act 

RTE  Right to Education 

SRP  School Readiness Programme 

UDID  Unique Disability Identity Card 

UNCRC United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 

UNCRC United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with       

Disabilities 
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“Inclusive education is an ongoing process aimed at offering quality education for 

all, while respecting diversity and the different needs and abilities, characteristics 

and learning expectations of the students and communities, eliminating all forms of 

discrimination.”  

“Inclusive Education” means a system of education wherein students with and 

without disability learn together and the system of teaching and learning is suitably 

adapted to meet the learning needs of different types of students with disabilities.   

Right to Persons with Disability Act-2016 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Early identification and early intervention module for ECCE teachers has been 
developed by SCERT-KD as per the recommendations of NEP 2020. The Moto 

behind this module is to support teachers to ensure that special children are 

exposed to a variety of relevant activities for their Holistic development. This 

module contains all the important checklists, a teacher can use for early 

identification of CWSN so that the children may not be neglected and may be 
exposed to necessary interventions. As per RPWD act, 2016 inclusive education 

does not mean having CWSN in general/ inclusive classrooms without 

providing them stimulating learning environment. However inclusive education 

is a system of education, where families and teachers are better prepared to 
support the development, inclusion, and active participation of CWSN. Among 

People with disabilities children are especially vulnerable, as disabilities in the  

early years remain mostly unidentified and delays in providing interventions/ 

initiatives lead to delays in development. Early identification is therefore critical 
to contribute to maximizing the developmental potential and improving 

stimulation for children within the first 5 to 6 years of life. This module is full of 

teacher-guided activities that CWSN can perform to improve his/her motor, 

communication, social, self-help, and academic skills. The module also throws 
light on referrals where CWSN can get help other than teachers. This module 

was developed during a three-day workshop and followed by two days review 

workshop for finalizing the same. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE MODULE 

 

 To enhance conceptual understanding of various aspects of Early 

childhood care & education from an inclusive perspective.  

 To develop competencies of the participants to undertake measures for 

early identification of CWSN in schools and in communities 
 To enable the participants to be able to use checklists for early screening 

of CWSN & enable them to make proper referrals 

 To develop competencies of participants to undertake measures for early 

intervention of children with special needs at their respective schools.  
 To provide necessary Intervention Strategies to teachers at the pre-

primary level required for including CWSN at the Foundational stage. 
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HOW TO USE THIS MODULE 

This training module has a number of sections aimed to cover a specific topic. 

Most sessions consist of the following: 

❖ objectives. 

❖ Content covered. 

❖ Detailed session plan including facilitators notes. 

Session outline of a five days training programme has also been provided here 

for ready reference.  

The participant should go through the module from section one to section 

eight. The comprehension of each section depends on the knowledge acquired 

from the previous section. The module is mostly practical in nature and could 

only be understood while applying its contents in the classroom or resource 

room.  

The module encourages discussions on the issues with participants through a 

participatory process. It stimulates dialogue and encourages a response, taking 

action, problem-solving.  

 

TARGET GROUP 

The Training module is intended for use of  

● Master Trainers 

● DIET Faculty 

● General-line Teachers working at ECCE centers 

● Resource Persons working under Inclusive Education 

● Special Education Teachers  

 

EVALUATION & VALIDATION 

At the end of the training programme participants should undergo the 

evaluation process through the Self-Evaluation. 
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OUTLINE OF THE FIVE-DAY TRAINING PROGRAMME 

 

CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMME 

FOR ECCE Teachers on 

EARLY IDENTIFICATION & INTERVENTION of CWSN 

Day One 

SESSION ONE 10:00 am To 11:30 am 

Introduction of Inclusive Education 

RPWD ACT-2016 

11:30 am To 11:45 am Tea Break 

SESSION TWO 11:45 am To 01:00 pm 

NEP 2020 and Early Childhood care and Education 

01:00 pm To 02:00 pm Lunch Break 

SESSION THREE 02:00 pm To 04:00 pm 

Early Identification of CWSN 

 

Screening tools for identification of CWSN 

Referrals 

Day Two 

SESSION ONE 10:00 am To 11:30 am 

Introduction to Gross Motor Skills 

Introduction to Fine Motor Skills 

11:30 am To 11:45 am Tea Break 

SESSION TWO 11:45 am To 01:00 pm 

Early intervention for achieving Gross Motor Skills 

 

01:00 pm To 02:00 pm Lunch Break 

SESSION THREE 02:00 pm To 04:00 pm 

Early intervention for achieving Fine Motor Skills 
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Day Three 

SESSION ONE 10:00 am To 11:30 am 

Self care Skills 

11:30 am To 11:45 am Tea Break 

SESSION TWO 11:45 am To 01:00 pm 

Development of Self-care Skills 

Communication and Social Skills 

01:00 pm To 02:00 pm Lunch Break 

SESSION THREE 02:00 pm To 04:00 pm 

Development of Communication Skills 

 

Day Four 

SESSION ONE 10:00 am To 11:30 am 

Development of Social Skills 

11:30 am To 11:45 am Tea Break 

SESSION TWO 11:45 am To 01:00 pm 

Development of Social & Pre-Academic Skills 

01:00 pm To 02:00 pm Lunch Break 

SESSION THREE 02:00 pm To 04:00 pm 

Development of Pre-academic Skills 

Concluding Session 
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SECTION 1  

INCLUSIVE EDUCATION 

Inclusive Education means the education of all students, where all students are 

equal participants in the Learning process……This right is upheld by the Indian 

Constitution. 

         NCERT 
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Content Covered:   

1.1. Introduction 

1.2. Key International Declarations 

1.3. National Legal Framework related to PWD. 

1.4. NEP 2020. 

1.5. NEP towards the education of CWSN 

1.6. Approaches to educating children with disabilities 

Expected Outcome 

By the end of the session, the participant will able to: 

❖ Understand the concept of Inclusive Education 

❖ Learn about Key International Declarations, National commitments, 

policies, and schemes related to the education of children with special 

needs. 

❖ Appreciation of the concept of Inclusive education. 

Detailed Session Plan 

Inauguration 

During the introductory session, the facilitator will introduce himself/herself to 

the participants about his/her role and also discuss the administrative 

arrangements. Ask all the participants to introduce themselves in order to 

create a conducive atmosphere to the smooth functioning of the programme. 
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1.1 Introduction 

Action Activity 

Objective:           To help teachers understand Differences among students 

 
Instructions: 

1. Distribute sheets of paper and pens to all teachers 

2. Ask them to write their responses to the two questions below individually 

on the sheet of paper about one person who is very close to them, e.g. 
sister, friend, father, etc. 

●  What do you have in common with a special person in your life? 

● Are there any differences between you? 

3. Allow the teachers five minutes to write their responses and then ask them 

to share their reflections in the larger group.  
4. Arrange the responses in the following categories: 

●  Male/Female 

●  Upper class/upper middle/middle middle/lower middle 

●  Personality 
● Aptitude 

● Attitude 

●  Religion 

● Physical 
● Culture 

● Ability 

● Rural/urban 

Reflections: 

1. Tell the teachers about the purpose of the activity i.e. to make them 
realize the existing diversity among people.  

2. Relate this activity to a classroom situation where all children are not the 

same. Recognizing and appreciating diversity within the student population is 

a key ingredient to creating an inclusive learning environment. 

Discussion Point:  

1. What differences are found among students in a classroom? 

2. How do teachers manage the students with all differences among 
them? 

 

Inclusive Education 

● Acknowledges that all children can learn; 
● Acknowledges and respects differences in children: age, gender, 

ethnicity, language, disability, HIV, etc. 

● Enables education structures, systems, and methodologies to meet the 

needs of all children; 
● Is part of a wider strategy to promote an inclusive society; 

● Is a dynamic process that is constantly evolving; 
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● Need not be restricted by large class sizes or a shortage of material 

resources. 

Inclusive Education is an ongoing process aimed at offering: 

● quality education for all while 

● respecting diversity 

● respecting different needs and abilities, 

● respecting characteristics and learning expectations of the students and 
communities, and 

● eliminating all forms of discrimination. 

Inclusive education means all children in the same classrooms, in the same 

schools. It means real learning opportunities for groups who have traditionally 

been excluded – not only children with disabilities but all children who are 

otherwise deprived of this fundamental right. 

1.2 Key International Declarations and commitments 

UNCRC 

UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989 - ratified by India on 11 

December 1992 

Article 2: non-discrimination on grounds of disability 

Article 23: the right to enjoy a full and decent life in conditions that ensure 

dignity, and promote self-reliance 

Article 28: the right of the child to education 

 

UNCRPD 

UN Convention on Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 2006 ratified by India on 

1 October 2007 

 

Article 7: full enjoyment of all human rights and fundamental rights on an 

equal basis with other children, best interests of the child, right to freedom of 

expression 

 

Article 24: inclusive education systems at all levels, access to inclusive, quality 

and free primary and secondary education, reasonable accommodation and 

support within the general education system 
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1.3 National Legal Framework 

 The Person with Disabilities Act, 1995 

 The Mental Health Act, 1987 
 The Rehabilitation Council of India, 1992 

 The National Trust for Welfare of Persons with Autism, Cerebral Palsy, 

Mental Retardation, and Multiple Disabilities Act, 1999 

 Declaration On The Rights Of Mentally Retarded Persons 
 Right to Education Act,2009 

 Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016 

 

KEY PROVISIONS UNDER THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS WITH 

DISABILITIES ACT-2016 
 

 Admit them without discrimination and provide education and 

opportunities for sports and recreation activities equally with others 

 Make building, campus, and various facilities accessible 
 Provide reasonable accommodation according to the individual‘s 

requirements 

 Provide necessary support individualized or otherwise in environments 

that maximize academic and social development consistent with the goal 

of full inclusion 
 Ensure that the education to persons who are blind or deaf or both is 

imparted in the most appropriate languages and modes and means of 

communication 

 Detect specific learning disabilities in children at the earliest and take 
suitable pedagogical and other measures to overcome them. 

 Provide transportation facilities to children with disabilities and also the 

attendant of the children with disabilities having high support needs 

 

  Key Provisions under section 17 of the RPWD Act-2016 

a) to conduct a survey of school-going children every five years for 

identifying children with disabilities, ascertain their special needs and the 

extent to which these are being met. 

b) to establish an adequate number of teacher training institutions; 
c) to train and employ teachers, including teachers with a disability who are 

qualified in sign language and Braille and also teachers who are trained 

in teaching children with intellectual disabilities; 

d) to train professionals and staff to support inclusive education at all levels 
of school education; 

e) to establish an adequate number of resource centers to support 

educational institutions at all levels of school education; 
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f) to promote the use of appropriate augmentative and alternative modes 

including means and formats of communication, Braille and sign 

language to supplement the use of one‘s own speech to fulfill the daily 
communication needs of persons with speech, communication or 

language disabilities and enables (sic) them to participate and contribute 

to their community and society; 

g) to provide books, other learning materials and appropriate assistive 
devices to students with benchmark disabilities free of cost up to the age 

of eighteen years; 

h) to provide scholarships in appropriate cases to students with benchmark 

disability; 
i) to make suitable modifications in the curriculum and examination system 

to meet the needs of students with disabilities such as extra time for 

completion of the examination paper, facility of scribe or amanuensis, 

exemption from second and third language courses; 
j) to promote research to improve learning. 

 

 

Key provisions related to education under Section 31 of the RPWD Act-2016 

Notwithstanding anything contained in the Rights of Children to Free and 

Compulsory Education Act, 2009, every child with benchmark disability 

between the age of six to eighteen years shall have the right to free education 

in a neighborhood school, or in a special school, of his choice. 
 

The appropriate government and local authorities shall ensure that every child 

with a benchmark disability has access to free education in an appropriate 

environment till he/she attains the age of eighteen years. 
 

1.4 National Educational Policy 2020 

Key Principles of NEP 2020 

● Respect for Diversity and Local Context. 

In all curriculum, pedagogy, and policy. 

● Equity And Inclusion 

As the cornerstone of all educational decisions. 

● Community Participation 

Encouragement and facilitation for philanthropic. private and community 

participation. 
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● Use Of Technology 

In teaching and learning, removing language barriers, for Divyang 

students, and in educational planning and management. 

● Emphasize Conceptual Understanding 

rather than Rote learning and learning for exams 

● Unique Capabilities 

  recognizing, identifying them in each student. 

● Critical Thinking And Creativity 

  to encourage logical decisions and innovation 

● Continuous Review 

 based on Research and regular assessment by educational Experts. 
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Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan 
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1.5 NEP 2020 towards the education of CWSN 

Specific Interventions proposed for children with disabilities 

★ Identification of children with disabilities at the school level and 
assessment of their educational needs. 

★ Provision of aids and appliances, and assistive devices, as required, 
to children with special needs. 

★ Removal of architectural barriers in schools so that CWDs have 
access to classrooms, laboratories, libraries, and toilets. 

★ Supplying, in convergence with line departments, appropriate teaching-
learning materials, medical facilities, vocational training support, 
guidance, counseling, and therapeutic services, as required, to children 
with disabilities. 

★ Sensitizing general school teachers and training them to teach and 
involve children with disabilities in the general classroom. Undertaking 
capacity-building programs for existing special educators. 

★ Ensuring access for CWDs to support services through special 
educators, the establishment of resource rooms, vocational education, 
therapeutic services and counseling. 

★ To improve accessibility in general schools for children with special needs 
(CWSN). 
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1.6 Approaches to educating children with disabilities 

 

Educating Children With Disabilities 

 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
SCHOOL 

 

HOME-BASED 
EDUCATION 

 

SPECIAL SCHOOLS 

All children, including 
children with disabilities 

as defined in the RTE 

(Amendment Act), 

2012. 
 

Child with a disability 

defined under the PWD 

Act, 1995 

 
Child, being a person 

with a disability defined 

under the National Trust 

Act, 1999 
 

A child with a severe 

disability defined under 

the NTA Act, 1999 
 

All children with 

benchmark disabilities 

as defined by the RPWD 

Act, 2016 
 

Children with multiple 
disabilities and severe 

disabilities also have the 

right to opt for home-

based education as per 
the RTE (Amendment) 

Act, 2012. 

 

study in a neighborhood 
school, children with 

benchmark disabilities 

also have a right to free 

education in a special 
school of their choice (i) 

as per the RPWD Act, 

2016.In addition to the 

right to 
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SECTION 2  

EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF CHILDREN 

WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 
 

The success of the inclusive school depends considerably on the early 

identification, assessment, and stimulation of the very young child 

with special educational needs.        

         Salamanca Statement, 1994 
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CONTENTS 

❖ Understanding Disability, Impairment & Handicap. 

❖ Types of Disabilities as per RPWD Act. 

❖ Introduction to Early Identification.  

❖ Strategies Of Early Identification. 

❖ Developmental Domains & Developmental Red-Flags. 

❖ Identification of disabilities/screening of CWSN child using the 

checklist. 

❖ Significance of early identification for early intervention. 

❖ Referrals. 

Expected Outcome 

By the end of the session, the participant will be able to: 

❖ Teachers should be able to understand and use the checklist for the 

identification of CWSN. 

❖ To enable pre-school teachers to catch the early signs and symptoms of 

a developmental delay or disability in children who are at high risk. 

❖ The teacher should be able to make proper referrals. 
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Detailed Session Plan 

 

Action Activity 

Objective: to help teachers empathize regarding disability.  

 

Instructions: 

1. Divide teachers into three groups. 

2. Instruct group one to wear blindfolds and walk up to a certain 

destination like the washroom/drinking water area without opening 

their eyes. 

3. Give a placard to the 2nd group with a pre-written text, and ask them 

to convey the message to one another volunteer from within the group 

without using speech. 

4. Instruct group 3rd to observe group 1st & 2nd. 

5. Ask each group to share their experiences while performing the 

activity. 

 

Reflections: 

1. Relate this activity to the daily difficulties faced by CWSN while 

performing ordinary activities of daily living. 

2. Relate the experiences of how structural/communication barriers affect 

a person with a disability. 

 

Discussion Point:  

1. What are the different types of Barriers to Inclusive Education? 

2. How can they affect achieving the goal of Inclusion? 
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Introduction  

 

● Early childhood is a critical period because the first five years of life are 

fundamentally important and early experiences provide the base for 
brain development and functioning throughout life. 

● Early identification is essential for timely remedial intervention and leads 

to early treatment and ultimately improved long-term outcomes. 

● Early identification can be thought of as a preliminary step in the 

identification of risk at school-age children. 
● Developmental milestones are behavioral or physical checkpoints seen in 

infants and children as they grow and develop. All developmental 

milestones are validated by findings from health professionals and 

pediatric findings. 
● The changes children go through are made up of different skills like 

walking, eating, and talking. These skills or developmental milestones 

usually happen at certain stages/ages. Although each child is unique and 

develops at his or her own pace, checking/observing the checklists helps 
the parents /teachers to know how their child is developing. 

● It is important to track the child & observe development through the 

milestone checklist so that we can: 

● learn the signs of early developmental delays 
● Provide or seek out the right resources for children based on their 

unique needs 

● Each checklist takes through various health topics and the milestone or 

abilities the children should reach at each stage(age range) 

 
Key points  

● Early identification: refers to the process of recognizing any disability 

or developmental variations in early childhood years and to understand 
the need of early intervention 

● Screening: is a brief testing procedure designed to identify children who 

should receive a more intensive diagnosis or assessment 

● Early intervention: refers to doing things as early as possible to work 
on child's developmental, health and support needs.  

2.1 Understanding children with special needs 

● Impairment: Impairment is any loss or abnormality of physiological, 
anatomical structure or functions. 

● Disability: is defined as any restriction or lack of ability (resulting from 

an impairment) to perform an activity in the manner or within the range 
considered normal for a human being. 

● Handicap: is Defined as a disadvantage for an individual resulting from 
an Impairment or Disability that limits or prevents the fulfillment of a 
role that is normal (depending on age, gender, and Social-cultural factor) 
for that individual. 
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2.2 Types of Disabilities as per Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities Act-2016 

S.No Name of Disability S.No Name of Disability 

1 Blindness 12 Chronic Neurological conditions 

2 Low-vision 13 Specific Learning Disabilities 

3 Leprosy Cured persons 14 Multiple Sclerosis 

4 Hearing Impairment 15 Speech and Language disability 

5 Locomotor Disability 16 Thalassemia 

6 Dwarfism 17 Hemophilia 

7 Intellectual Disability 18 Sickle cell disease 

8 Mental Illness 19 Multiple Disabilities including deaf-blindness 

9 Autism Spectrum 

Disorder 

20 Acid Attack victims 

10 Cerebral Palsy 21 Parkinson’s disease 

11 Muscular Dystrophy   
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THE SCHEDULE SPECIFIED DISABILITY 

(As Defined by RPWD ACT-2016) 

1. Physical disability.— 

A. Locomotor disability (a person's inability to execute distinctive 

activities associated with movement of self and objects resulting from 

affliction of musculoskeletal or nervous system or both), including— 

a) "leprosy cured person" means a person who has been cured of 

leprosy but is suffering from— 

I. loss of sensation in hands or feet as well as loss of 

sensation and paresis in the eye and eye-lid but with no 

manifest deformity; 

II. manifest deformity and paresis but having sufficient 

mobility in their hands and feet to enable them to engage in 

normal economic activity; 

III. extreme physical deformity as well as advanced age which 

prevents him/her from undertaking any gainful occupation, 

and the expression "leprosy cured" shall construed 

accordingly; 

b) "cerebral palsy" means a Group of non-progressive neurological 

condition affecting body movements and muscle coordination, 

caused by damage to one or more specific areas of the brain, 

usually occurring before, during or shortly after birth; 

c) "dwarfism" means a medical or genetic condition resulting in an 

adult height of 4 feet 10 inches (147 centimeters) or less; 

d) "muscular dystrophy" means a group of hereditary genetic 

muscle disease that weakens the muscles that move the human 

body and persons with multiple dystrophy have incorrect and 

missing information in their genes, which prevents them from 

making the proteins they need for healthy muscles. It is 

characterized by progressive skeletal muscle weakness, defects 

in muscle proteins, and the death of muscle cells and tissue; 

e) "acid attack victims" means a person disfigured due to violent 

assaults by throwing of acid or similar corrosive substance. 
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B. Visual impairment— 

a) "blindness" means a condition where a person has any of the 

following conditions, after best correction— 

i. total absence of sight; or 

ii. visual acuity less than 3/60 or less than 10/200 (Snellen) in 

the better eye with best possible correction; or 

iii. limitation of the field of vision subtending an angle of less 

than 10 degree. 

b) "low-vision" means a condition where a person has any of the 

following conditions, namely:— 

i. visual acuity not exceeding 6/18 or less than 20/60 upto 

3/60 or upto 10/200 (Snellen) in the better eye with best 

possible corrections; or 

ii. limitation of the field of vision subtending an angle of less 

than 40 degree up to 10 degree. 

C. Hearing impairment— 

a) "deaf" means persons having 70 db hearing loss in speech 

frequencies in both ears; 

b) "hard of hearing" means person having 60 db to 70 db hearing 

loss in speech frequencies in both ears; 

D. "speech and language disability" means a permanent disability 

arising out of conditions such as laryngectomy or aphasia affecting one 

or more components of speech and language due to organic or 

neurological causes. 

2. Intellectual disability 

 Intellectual Disability a condition characterized by significant 

limitations both in intellectual functioning (reasoning, learning, 

problem-solving) and in adaptive behavior which covers a range of 

everyday, social and practical skills, including— 

a) "specific learning disabilities" means a heterogeneous group of 

conditions wherein there is a deficit in processing language, 

spoken or written, that may manifest itself as a difficulty to 

comprehend, speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical 

calculations and includes such conditions as perceptual 

disabilities, dyslexia, dysgraphia, dyscalculia, dyspraxia and 

developmental aphasia; 
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b) "autism spectrum disorder" means a neuro-developmental 

condition typically appearing in the first three years of life that 

significantly affects a person's ability to communicate, 

understand relationships and relate to others, and is frequently 

associated with unusual or stereotypical rituals or behaviours. 

3. Mental behaviour,— 

"mental illness" means a substantial disorder of thinking, mood, 

perception, orientation or memory that grossly impairs judgment, 

behaviour, capacity to recognize reality or ability to meet the ordinary 

demands of life, but does not include retardation which is a condition 

of arrested or incomplete development of mind of a person, specially 

characterized by subnormality of intelligence. 

4. Disability caused due to— 

a) chronic neurological conditions, such as— 

i. "multiple sclerosis" means an inflammatory, nervous system 

disease in which the myelin sheaths around the axons of 

nerve cells of the brain and spinal cord are damaged, leading 

to demyelination and affecting the ability of nerve cells in the 

brain and spinal cord to communicate with each other; 

ii. "parkinson's disease" means a progressive disease of the 

nervous system marked by tremor, muscular rigidity, and 

slow, imprecise movement, chiefly affecting middle-aged and 

elderly people associated with degeneration of the basal 

ganglia of the brain and a deficiency of the neurotransmitter 

dopamine. 

b) Blood disorder— 

i. "hemophilia" means an inheritable disease, usually affecting 

only male but transmitted by women to their male children, 

characterized by loss or impairment of the normal clotting 

ability of blood so that a minor would may result in fatal 

bleeding; 

ii. "thalassemia" means a group of inherited disorders 

characterized by reduced or absent amounts of hemoglobin. 

iii. "sickle cell disease" means a hemolytic disorder characterized 

by chronic anemia, painful events, and various complications 

due to associated tissue and organ damage; "hemolytic" 
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refers to the destruction of the cell membrane of red blood 

cells resulting in the release of hemoglobin. 

5. Multiple Disabilities (more than one of the above specified 

disabilities) including deaf blindness which means a condition in which 

a person may have a combination of hearing and visual impairments 

causing severe communication, developmental, and educational 

problems. 

6. Any other category as may be notified by the Central Government. 

 

2.3 EARLY IDENTIFICATION 
Early childhood is a critical period because the first five years of life are 

fundamentally important and early experiences provide the base for brain 

development and functioning throughout life. 

Early identification is essential for timely remedial intervention and leads to 

early treatment and ultimately improved long term outcomes. 

Early identification can be thought of as a preliminary step in the identification 

of risk at school age children. 

 

2.4 STRATEGIES OF EARLY IDENTIFICATION 
The Identification process includes 

● Examination for the presence of Risk indicators/Red Flags. 

● Screening 

● Systematic observations 

● Comprehensive Evaluation 
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Examination for the presence of Risk Indicators 

 

Child development involves Physical, Social/Emotional, and Cognitive 

changes from birth to adolescence. Normally children reach their 

developmental milestones as they grow, however children with 

disabilities lag behind in reaching developmental milestones as time 

passes. This is manifested through developmental red flags or risk 

indicators when observed. The role of the ECCE teacher is to report 

these developmental risk indicators when and if he observes them 

present in a child.    

 

 

2.5 Developmental Domains 
 

DEVELOPMENTAL 

DOMAIN 

SKILLS LEARNED BY CHILD 

Gross Motor  Movements using the large muscles 

Fine Motor  Movements using the hands and smaller muscles, often 

involving daily living skills 

Language  Receptive and expressive communication, speech, and 

nonverbal communication 

Cognitive  Reasoning, memory, and problem-solving skills 

Social-Emotional and 

Behavioral  

Attachment, self-regulation, and interaction with 

others 
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Developmental Red-flags 

 

TIME 

PERIOD 

LANGUAGE/ 

COGNITIVE 

MOTOR SOCIAL-

EMOTIONAL 

Neonatal 

period 

Infant does not 

respond to loud sounds 

Muscle tone 

too low to feed 

Caregiver shows 

indifference or 

disinterest in 

infant 

2 months Does Not alert to voice Cannot raise 

head when 

prone 

Lack of Looking at 

faces/lack of 

fixation 

4 Months NO cooing or gurgling unable to bring 

hands to 

midline 

Lack of smile 

6 Months Lack of turning toward 

voices 

Does not pass 

object from 

one hand to 

another 

no smiling, 

laughing, or 

expression 

9 Months Lack of babbling with 

consonants 

inability to sit. 

Lack of rolling 

Absence of back-

and-forth smiles 

and vocalizations 

in "conversation" 

12 

Months 

Child does not respond 

to names. Does not 

understand "no" 

Does not stand 

or bear weight 

on legs when 

supported 

Indifferent or 

resistant 

attachment to 

caregiver. Does 

not look where 

caegiver points. 
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TIME 

PERIOD 

LANGUAGE/ 

COGNITIVE 

MOTOR SOCIAL-

EMOTIONAL 

15 

Months 

Does not use words 

such as mama and 

papa/dada 

No pincer 

grasp 

Absence of proto-

imperative 

pointing (point to 

desired object) 

18 

Months 

Not using at least 6 

words 

inability to 

walk 

independently 

Absence of Proto-

declarative 

pointing (point to 

show interest) or 

showing gestures. 

24 

Months 

Lack of words and two-

word meaningful 

sentences. Inability to 

follow simple 

commands 

inability to 

walk well 

Does not imitate 

actions or words 

of caregivers. Poor 

eye contact. 

36 

Months 

Inability to use three-

word sentences. 

Frequent 

falling or 

difficulty with 

stairs. 

Lack of pretend 

play. 

4 Years Unclear speech.Does 

not answer simple 

questions.Inability to 

use pronouns. 

Does not Jump 

in Place 

ignores other 

children 

5 Years Inability to rhyme. 

Inability to recognize 

shapes, letters, 

colours. Resists 

dressing, sleeping, 

using the toilet. 

Does not draw 

pictures, a 

square, or a 

cross. Poor 

balance 

unsually fearful, 

sad, shy, angry. 

Does not 

distinguish 

between real and 

make-believe 
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6-12 

Years 

Can't retell or 

summarize a story with 

beginning, middle, and 

end 

Does not skip 

or hop on one 

foot. Does not 

write name 

Does not friends. 

Cannot recognize 

feelings in others. 

Any Age   Loss of 

previously 

acquired skill. 

  

 

 

 

2.6 SCREENING 
refers to the use of Standardized tools for filtering the children at risk 

of developing disabilities. Screening is done to identify such children 

who are at risk of developing Disabilities. Once a child qualifies, a 

screening tool for any disability, it is the responsibility of the 

teacher/School to refer the child for proper diagnosis by a competent 

authority. NCERT has developed a screening tool for the identification 

of CWSN which should be applied by a teacher if S/He observes any 

developmental Red flag in the child. 

 

SCREENING OF CWSN 

 Points to remember while using this screening checklist 

1.  The observation should be made over a prolonged and consistent 

period of time in varied situations. 

2. While using this screening checklist consider whether the language 

used by the child at home is different from the medium of instruction 

used at school. 
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3. In case symptoms of any 2 or more items are observed, for each 

disability, then this student should be recommended for further 

assessment. 

4. This checklist should be used only for tentative screening and further 

referral assessment purposes. 

5.  This is not the diagnostic checklist therefore teachers should not label 

the students as disabled. 

6.  Teacher should tick ( )/ ―YES‖ to the questions given in the checklist 

according to their observation of the students. 

7. Teacher should inform the parents/guardian of screened students with 

the help of School Heads for sharing their observations regarding their 

child and further referral assessment purposes. 

8. Teacher should screen the students by thorough observation of 

students‘ academic, social, behavioral, mobility and orientation 

activities in different contexts for at least a month. 

9. The teachers should keep the information of screened students 

confidential and only share it with concerned parents/guardians and 

authorities. 

 Note: This screening checklist is only for screening and referral. Do not label 
or diagnose on the basis of this tool. 
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 SCREENING CHECKLIST 

S.No ITEM Tick the 

Relevant 

LOCOMOTOR DISABILITY 

1 Does this student has difficulty in walking or need support 

to walk/ climb stairs? 

  

2 Does this student have difficulty in moving/using any part of 

the body or hands (for writing/self-feeding)? 

  

3 Does this student have observable deformity /missing any 

body parts such as 

neck/hands/finger/waist/legs/spine/back? 

  

CEREBRAL PALSY 

1 Does this child have stiffness/floppiness in limbs and/or 

jerky movement in limbs/ jerky walking pattern/ involuntary 
(uncontrolled) movements? 

  

2 Does this student have problems in self-help skills/ toileting, 
washing/ eating /holding and placing objects/ cutting, 

pasting? 

  

3 Does this student have slurred (unclear) speech or drooling?   

BLINDNESS 

1 Is this child unable to see anything using both eyes?   

LOW VISION 

1 Does this student have difficulty in seeing in situations of 

low lights or moving towards the source of light? 

  

2 Does this student blink/rub his/her eyes frequently or 

complain about burning sensation or itchiness in or around 

the eyes/frequent headache? 

  

3 Does this student hold a book too far or too close while 

reading? 

  

4 Does this student face difficulties while reading (misplaces 
the line or skips lines in between, omits words, adds words, 

moves the head along the text)? 
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5 Does this student avoid engaging in activities requiring 

visual focus such as reading or coloring or writing/copying 
from blackboard or prefer to copy from peers? 

  

6 Does this student close or cover one eye while reading or 

focusing on close objects? 

  

7 Does this student have misaligned eyes (asymmetrical or 

squint) or have abnormal eyes? 

  

HEARING-IMPAIRED 

1 Does this student turn head to position ear in the direction 

of the speaker or purposefully watch faces of the speaker 

during a conversation? 

  

2 Does this student not respond when addressed or called 

out? 

  

3 Does this student use an unusually loud voice while 

speaking or often mispronounce words? 

  

4 Does this student frequently ask for repetition during 
dictation or verbal instruction? 

  

5 Does this student have problems in hearing environmental 

sounds such as school bell, people calling, or is not 
startled/surprised by loud noises? 

  

SPEECH & LANGUAGE DISABILITY 

1 Does this student repeat words or parts of words or speaks 

in short, fragmented phrases? 

  

2 Does this student stammer while speaking or speak 

unclearly? 

  

INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY 

1 Does this student have difficulty in communicating or 

socializing with others? 

  

2 Is this student unable to do everyday tasks like finishing 

homework/ following instruction/directions from the teacher 

or even using the washroom without help? 
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3 Does this student behave in a way he/she likes irrespective 

of the context (playground/classroom/home) for example, 
frequently walks out of the class without permission, speaks 

out of turn, and keeps interrupting? 

  

4 Does this student have difficulty in applying what is learned 
successfully in one situation/context to another? For 

example, she/he is able to do addition sums on the paper 

but unable to answer when asked ‗if there are 5 bananas 

and 3 mangoes, how many fruits are there in total‘? 

  

AUTISM SPECTRUM 

1 Does this student have difficulty in making eye contact or 
looking at the speaker? 

  

2 Does this student echo or repeat words? For example, on 

being asked ‗what is your name?‘ will repeat ‗what is your 
name?‘ instead of telling his/her name? 

  

3 Does this student have difficulty in interacting/making 

friends/playing with peer group/classmates? 

  

4 Does this student find it difficult to deal with sudden 

changes in routine, for example, change in class 

teacher/change in classroom/timetable/ seating 

arrangement? 

  

5 Does this student exhibit repetitive mannerisms like hand 

flapping, nodding head, finger movement, and rocking 

body, vocal repetitions (sounds/words/phrases)? 

  

6 Is this student able to count (for example 1-100) but is not 

able to give two pencils/three pens when asked? 

  

7 Does this student have difficulties in following group 

instructions and require specific individual instructions by 

name, for example, while instructing the whole class ‗open 
your mathematics books‘, this child may require ‗Rohit, 

open your mathematics book‘? 

  

8 During the storytelling session, does this student appear not 
interested while all others are listening keenly? 
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9 Does this child reverse pronoun or avoid using a pronoun 

for example when the teacher asks ‗have you brought your 
homework‘ the child responds ‗you brought your homework/ 

Rani brought your homework‘? 

  

10 Is this student able to read fluently and repeat verbatim but 
not able to narrate (orally/write) in his/her own words? 

  

HEMOPHILIA 

1 Does this student have unexplained and excessive bleeding 
from cuts or injuries or have many large or deep bruises or 

have frequent/ unusual nosebleeds without a known cause? 

  

MULTIPLE DISABILITY 

1 Is the child affected by two or more diseases or disorders 

such as intellectual disability, brain injury, orthopedic 
complications, hearing loss, cognitive and genetic problems, 

or medical conditions? 

  

 

Note: 

● Some disabilities/disorders occur in later stages of Life so can‘t be 

identified in early childhood. 

● Some Disabilities can only be identified /diagnosed through 

Laboratory tests, and additionally, require Clinical Examination by 

Registered Medical practitioners. 

Here is the list of Disabilities that may not be possible for ECCE teachers to 

Identify/Screen during early childhood. 

  

1. Parkinson‘s Disease 

2. Muscular Dystrophy 

3. Leprosy Cured Person 

4. Dwarfism 

5. Mental Illness 

6. Multiple Sclerosis 

7. Acid Attack Victims. 

8. Thalassemia 

9. Multiple Sclerosis 

10. Sickle-cell Disease 

11. Specific Learning Disability 
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2.7 Significance of Early identification 

The purpose of early identification is to determine which children have 

developmental difficulties that may become obstacles to their learning or may 

place children at risk. 

Thus there is an urgent and substantial need to identify as early as possible 

those young children in need of services.This will help to ensure that 

intervention is provided when the developing brain of the young child is most 

capable of change. 

 

2.8 Referrals 
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Necessary Documents for Further Use: 

Children with disabilities require special education services, rehabilitation and 

support system for full participation. For availing various benefits from 

different organizations a student having any disability as per RPWD Act-2016 

may be asked to produce the following documents: 

1. Disability Certificate or UDID Card. 

2. Income Certificate 

3. Full body photograph or Passport size Photograph. 

4. School Bonafide certificate. 

5. Aadhar Card 

The teacher should facilitate students by having the list of documents readily 

available for future use.  
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SECTION 3  

 EARLY INTERVENTION 
Early childhood intervention came about as a natural progression from special 

education for children with disabilities. 

Guralnick, 1997 
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Content covered 

3.1 Early Intervention 

3.2 Educational Intervention 

3.3 Therapeutic Intervention 

3.4 Additional Support System 

Expected Outcome 

By the end of the session, the participant will be able to: 

❖ Understand the importance of stimulation of motor skills in early 

childhood. 
❖ Understand the Prevention and early detection of abnormalities. 

❖ Assist in an individualized educational plan (IEP) for the future. 

Detailed Session Plan 

 

3.1 EARLY INTERVENTION 
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Early Intervention Programme  

 

● EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION 

● THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION 

● ADDITIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM 

 

 

3.2 Educational Intervention 

 

Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) 

IEP  is a unique programme developed for CWSN. IEP is developed by RCI-

recognized professionals, who are knowledgeable about the child's needs. IEPs 

are evaluated quarterly to keep track of the child‘s progress. 

School Readiness Program (SRP) 

School Readiness Program focuses on training the children in fundamental 

academic skills including essential education, personal management, classroom 

versatility, and group learning abilities required for effective school integration. 

Pre-Academic Skills 

● Pre-Academic skills are the foundation 

of a child‘s academic learning. 

● Strong pre-academic skills lead to 

academic competence once a child 

reaches school. 

● pre-academic skills can be divided 

into three categories 

● Early literacy 

● Early Numeracy 

● Pre-writing skills 
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3.3 Therapeutic Intervention 

Children with special needs require a holistic Rehabilitation Plan for Disability 

management. A well-designed and need-based rehabilitation plan can help in 

limiting the impact of disability on students besides reducing secondary 

problems associated with disability. A holistic therapy plan comprises of 

Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy, Speech Therapy, Behaviour Modification, 

Mobility Training, & Guidance-Counselling. Resource Rooms setup under 

Samagra Shiksha offers such services for CWSN. 
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3.4 ADDITIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM 

● Escort Allowances 

● Transport Allowances 

● Reader Allowances 

● Girl Stipend 

● Provision of Aids and Appliances 

● Scholarships 
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SECTION 4  

Gross & Fine Motor Skills 
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Contents covered 

4.1 Early Stimulation. 

4.2 Gross Motor skills. 
4.3 Key Principles of Teaching Gross Motor Skills. 

4.4 Core Skills involved in learning Gross Motor Skills. 

4.5 Activities involved in learning Gross Motor Skills. 

4.6 Fine Motor Skills 
4.7 Developmental areas important for Fine Motor Skills. 

4.8 Checklist 

4.9 Activities involved in learning Fine Motor Skills. 

 

Expected Outcome 

By the end of the session, the participant will be able to: 

❖ understand the importance of stimulation of motor skills in early 
childhood. 

❖ use various activities for developing gross motor skills in children with 

special needs and children without disabilities. 

 

 

Detailed Session Plan 

4.1 Early Stimulation 

Early Stimulation is an early intervention program for young children (0-6 

years) with various types of developmental disabilities. Children are referred to 

the program by health care workers, educators, social workers, parents, and 

other agencies. 

Why Early Stimulation? 

80-85% of brain development takes place in the first  6 years of life  human 

learning and development are most rapid in these particular years. During this 

time new stimulations and experiences drive to development areas such as  

  

● Cognitive 

● Social 

● Physical 

● Communication 

● Emotional  
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4.2 Gross Motor skills 

Gross motor skills are the abilities usually acquired during childhood as part of 

a child's motor learning. By the time they reach two years of age, almost all 

children are able to stand up, walk and run, walk upstairs, etc. These skills are 

built upon, improved, and better controlled throughout early childhood, and 

continue in refinement throughout most of the individual's years of 

development into adulthood. These gross movements come from large muscle 

groups and whole-body movements. These skills develop in a head-to-toe 

order. The children will typically learn head control, trunk stability, and then 

standing up and walking. It is shown that children exposed to outdoor playtime 

activities will develop better gross motor skills. 

          (Wikipedia)  

4.3 Key principles of Teaching Gross Motor Skills  

1. Quality (quality movement‘s count – keep it short and focused) 

2. Regular practice (short, regular practice will make a difference) 

3. Big to small (all movements start big before refining to small – allow 

children to develop increasing precision by allowing them to start with big 

actions on a big area) 

4. Utilizing existing skills (each child will have a range of existing skills – 

allow the child to use them) 

5. Teach new skills ( teach new skills – be specific). 

6. Minimize frustrations and develop coping (whilst the child is learning 

and practicing new skills, support them to have some coping strategies in place 

until they have mastered the new skills). 

7. Generalize (use the new skills in a growing range of situations and practice 

them in a functional manner). 

8. Environment (where is the skill going to be introduced/practiced?) 

9. Use appropriately sized equipment (using appropriately sized and 

working equipment makes a difference to the success of children‘s acquisition 

of certain movement skills) 

10. Make it interesting! 
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4.4 CORE SKILLS INVOLVED IN LEARNING GROSS MOTOR SKILLS 

Movement is a complex activity. From infancy, we normally develop the basic 

core skills which form the foundations for the development of more 

sophisticated skills. 

The child must have a basic understanding of his/ her body in space and its 

relationship to his/her environment; the strength to move and maintain 

postures; the balance to carry out movements or remain still. Therefore, it is 

important that the child is exposed to experiences that allow him/her to 

practice movements that develop these core skills. 

 

COMPONENTS OF CORE SKILLS ACTIVITY AREAS 

Balance Balance 

Jumping 

Hopping 

Skipping 

Strength Strength 

Understanding of body schema and 

position in space 

Body awareness 

Strength 

Knowledge of right and left 

Bilateral coordination/integration 

Spatial awareness 

Visual skills Recognition and visualization 

Visual perception 

Visual recall 
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NOTE: When developing core movement skills, remember, focus on 

● Regular practice 

● Careful consideration of when and where to practice 

● Giving sufficient time (it always takes longer than adults expect!) 

4.5 Activities for Developing Gross Motor Skills  

● Activity 1: Look-up & Identify  

Group Activity 

● Materials Required: Pillow, Towel, Toys  

Gather children in the classroom. Explain the activity to all of them 

including the child who has poor gross motor skills. 

Make the children lie on their stomachs. Ask the children to lift 

their heads one by one to identify different Alphabets/ Toys shown 

by the teacher (Ensure that the toy/object is placed in such a 

position so that in order to see it, the child needs to lift his/her 

head). Initially help children physically if required, Show different 

objects to the child. Repeat the activity using other objects. 

Gradually reduce the physical help and make the child lift their 

heads and look at the objects/toys on their own. Gradually 

increase the time. Praise children for holding their heads erect. 

Once children gain balance to keep their heads erect, train them to 

move their heads toward a moving toy. 

● Activity 2.  

● Materials Required: Blocks and other toys, sand tray to sit and 

play. 

Make him grasp your fingers and pull him to a sitting position. Sit 

on the floor and make the Child sit in front of you.  By holding his 

waist/shoulders make him sit. Once he starts gaining balance to 

sit, reduce the physical support gradually. 
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● Activity 3. 

● Materials Required: Toys, ball, rattle, car, anything that is his 

favorite, toy. 

Place the Child on his stomach and keep a favorite toy on the floor 

3 feet away from him. When he lifts his head and looks at the toy. 

Help him to move forward to play with the toy. When he reaches 

up to the toy, praise him. Keep another toy, 2 feet away from him. 

Train him to support body weight on his arms. Let him keep his 

stomach off the floor. Hold his right arm at the shoulder and pull 

him forward towards the toy. Move his left knee. Reduce help once 

he starts supporting himself. Similarly, do with left and right knee 

until he learns to lift the trunk off the ground to stay with the 

support of knees and palms. 

● Activity 4 

● Materials Required: Toys, wall, table, chair. 

Move the child towards the wall and make him stand against the 

wall. When he stands against the wall with no adult's help, make 

him hold the table/chair and stand. Reduce the physical support 

and make him stand for a few seconds. If he tends to fall, give 

your index finger to him to hold. Repeat these activities till he gets 

balance for a period of 3 minutes. 

● Activity 5. 

● Materials Required: Toys, eatables 

When the child sits down and plays, show him an object of his 

interest so that he has to stand to get the object. Guide him to 

grasp your hands to pull himself to a standing position. Once he 

gains balance to pull himself to a standing position, reduce the help 

of your hands/rail. 

● Activity 6. 

● Materials Required: Toys, ball, rattle, car 

Let the child stand against the wall. Stand a few steps away from 

him with one of his favorite toys. Get another person's help to hold 

his shoulder/hip and alternate his legs to take a few steps towards 

you to get the object. Allow him to walk with the help of a walker. 
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Have a long bench that the child can hold and stand on. Keep a toy 

of his liking a foot away from him on the bench. Encourage the 

child to move towards it and reach for it while holding the bench. 

As he achieves success, move the toy further away until the child 

is able to walk from one end of the bench to the other. Make him 

stand a few steps from the desired object and encourage him to 

take steps towards the object. Praise him at every step.  During 

the initial stage, make him understand that you are nearby to give 

him hand if needed. Once he gains confidence and body balance to 

walk, give him more chances to walk Independently. 

 

 

4.6 Fine Motor Skill 

 

Action Activity 

Objective: to help teachers to understand the importance of Fine Motor skills 

in daily life.  
 

Instructions: 

 

● Ask 2 or 3 participants to volunteer for the activity. 

● Instruct the volunteers to perform the following activities without 
using their thumb: Writing/her name, drinking water from a 

glass, and buttoning and unbuttoning a shirt. 

● Ask each participant to share their experiences while performing 

the activity. 
 

Reflections: 

❖ Relate this activity to the daily difficulties faced by CWSN having 

Cerebral Palsy/locomotor Disability while performing activities of 
daily living. 

❖ Relate the experiences of how poor fine motor skills can affect 

the writing skills/ activity participation of a child. 

 Discussion Point:  
1. What are the different things to remember while giving a task to a child 

having poor fine motor skills? 

2. How can a teacher help a child having poor motor skills? 
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Fine Motor Skills are the coordinated muscle movements we make using our 

hands. Fine motor skills develop as your child‘s whole body gains mobility, 

stability, cognitive, and emotional/social development. 

 

4.7 Developmental areas important for fine motor skills 

 

Developmental areas important for fine 

motor skills 

Associated Skill 

Physical 

Good proximal stability (trunk) giving the 

child a secure base to move his/her distal 

body parts (hands and feet). Good 

proximal stability can be achieved by 

practicing the associated activities. 

Strength 

Body awareness 

Balance 

Hopping 

Jumping 

Perceptive-Motor 

These are the skills that give the child an 

understanding of his/her body in space. 

These include the knowledge of right and 

left and the ability to cross the body‘s 

midline as well as the relationship between 

objects, distance, and direction. 

Body awareness 

Knowledge of right and 

left 

Spatial awareness 

Bilateral motor 

coordination 

Ball skills 
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4.8 Checklist 

 

 

When developing fine motor skills, focus on 

● Quality movement (short and focused) 

● Practice regularly 

● Using them in real functional situations 

● Ensure activities are meaningful 

● Allow for the child‘s level of development 

● All movements start big before refining to small 

● Allow children to develop increasing precision 

● Use appropriate motivational challenge 

● Minimize frustration 

● Use appropriately sized equipment 
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4.9 Activities for Developing Fine Motor Skills  

● Eating 

● Dressing 

● Washing 

● Brushing teeth 

● Bathing 

● Grooming 

● Opening door 

● Turning Off Light 

● Playing with toys 

● Art & Craft Activities

Drawing Faces 

The world is full of happy faces, but some children have difficulty reading 

expressions. By drawing smiling faces and other simple versions of emotions, 
we can open awareness to feelings. 

 

GOALS 

Awareness of emotion 
Development of Fine motor skills 

Practicing reading facial expressions 

MATERIALS 

Paper 
Pens 

SET UP 

Have one adult working with each child. 

 

DIRECTIONS 
Use one piece of paper per adult-child pair. Give each person a pen. The adult 

in each pair should draw a basic smiley face. Say, ―A happy face‖ and smile at 

the child. The child should be encouraged to copy the adult‘s drawing, facial 

expression, or both. 
Make a new drawing, but this time with a turned-down mouth to show a 

frown, and add tears to the eyes. Say, ―A sad face‖ and make a sad face. 

Again, encourage imitation. Continue by drawing other basic facial 

expressions, such as a jagged mouth indicating a scarred face and a flat 
mouth indicating an ―OK‖ face. 
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Dump and Fill 

Enjoying filling and dumping out objects is a stage in every child‘s 

development. 
In this game, it‘s the filling step that is the changing challenge. 

GOALS 

Eye-hand coordination 

Fine motor skills development 

Tactile and proprioceptive stimulation 
Turn-taking skill development 

MATERIALS 

Marbles and a coffee can Or Cut-up straws and a water bottle and a 

yogurt container. 
SET UP 

If you use a coffee can, cut a hole in the plastic top that is slightly 

smaller than the marbles. 

If you use a yogurt container, cut a slit in the top to fi t the poker chip. 
If you use a water bottle, remove the lid or make a tiny hole in the lid. 

DIRECTIONS 

Have two children play this game together, or an adult can play with a child. 

One person hands a marble to the one with the coffee can, who has to push 

the marble into the hole until it falls through to the can, making a satisfying 
thunk. Let the children take turns being the one who puts the marble, and 

straw into the appropriate container and the one who hands it to him. 

They also take turns dumping the container to start over. 

VARIATIONS 
1. Put all three choices in front of the child so he has to select the correct 

container for the object he is handed. 

2. Have the child do the game with their eyes blindfolded. 

 
WHAT'S BEING LEARNED 

Children are learning to take turns and be a source of fun for each other. They 

are learning the basics of fine motor control, as it takes a pincer grasp to hold 

the objects, as well as eye-hand coordination in order to get the item in the 
hole. Because the hole for the marble is a little small, they are practicing their 

finger strength and their ability to move past a little frustration to success. 

 

MODIFICATIONS 

If your player is likely to put objects in his mouth, don‘t use the marble game 
but do use the poker chips and make the straw pieces too big to swallow. If 

your player is not ready for the fine motor aspects, remove the tops of the 

containers and let him just put them in and dump them out without the 

additional challenge.  
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SECTION 5 

Communication Skills 
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Content covered 

5.1 Communication 

5.2 Receptive and Expressive Communication Skills 

5.3 Importance of Communication 

5.4 Developmental Milestones of Communication Skills 

5.5 Checklists 

5.6 Activities for developing communication Skills 

Expected Outcome 

By the end of the session, the participant will be able to: 

● Understand the nature and importance of communication skills. 

● Identify cwsn having communication deficits 

● Indulge students in activities which will enhance their 

communication skills 

Detailed Session Plan 

 

5.1 Communication 

•It may seem like a simple question, but communication is more than talking! 
It is any form of a message sent from one party to another, through sounds, 
words, or physical hints, like body language.  

•The capacity to communicate is the ability and desire to connect with others 
by exchanging ideas and feelings, both verbally and non-verbally. Most 
children learn to communicate to get a need met or to establish and maintain 
interaction with a loved adult. 

Definition 

John Adair: 

Communication is essentially the ability of one person to make contact with 
another and make himself or herself understood. 

William Newman and Charles Summer: Communication is an exchange of 
ideas, facts, opinions or emotions of two or more persons. 
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5.2 Receptive and Expressive Communication Skills 

From birth, babies begin to develop two sets of    
communication skills: receptive skills and expressive 
skills. 

Receptive communication is the ability to receive 
and understand a message from another person. 
When babies are listening, they turn their heads 
towards your voice, and will then respond to simple 
directions, often with vocalizations. Early on, these 
vocalizations will just be sounds, but as the baby 
approaches their first birthday, they will begin to use meaningful language. 

Expressive communication is the ability to convey a message to another 
person through sounds, speech, signs, or writing. Babies use expressive 

communication by crying, babbling, and using body language. 

 

5.3 Importance of Communication 

● Communication with children and babies is essential to their 
relationships and development. 

● Good communication involves listening and talking in ways that make 
children feel important and valued. 

● Communicating well with children helps them develop skills for 
communicating with others. 

 

 

5.4 Developmental Milestones of Communication skills 

 

Developmental Milestones Communication Skills 

  Birth to 3 months Yes/NO 

 1 Reacts to loud sounds    

 2 Calms down or smiles when spoken to   

 3 Recognizes your voice and calms down if crying When 

feeding, starts or stops sucking in response to sound 

Coos and makes pleasure sounds 
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 4 Has a special way of crying for different needs Smiles 

when he or she sees you 

  

  4 to 6 months   

 1 Follows sounds with his or her eyes   

 2 Responds to changes in the tone of your voice   

 3 Notices toys that make sounds   

 4 Pays attention to music   

 5 Babbles in a speech-like way and uses many different 

sounds, including sounds that begin with p, b, and m 

  

 6 Laughs   

 7 Babbles when excited or unhappy   

 8 Makes gurgling sounds when alone or playing with 
you 

  

  7 months to 1 year   

 1 Enjoys playing peek-a-boo and pat-a-cake   

 2 Turns and looks in the direction of sounds   

 3 Listens when spoken to   

 4 Understands words for common items such as ―cup,‖ 

―shoe,‖ or ―juice‖ 

  

 5 Responds to requests (―Come here‖)   

 6 Babbles using long and short groups of sounds (―tata, 

upup, bibibi‖) 

  

 7 Babbles to get and keep attention   
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 8 Communicates using gestures such as waving or 

holding up arms 

  

 9 Imitates different speech sounds   

 10 Has one or two words (―Hi,‖ ―dog,‖ ―Dada,‖ or 

―Mama‖) by first birthday 

  

  1 to 2 years   

 1 Knows a few parts of the body and can point to them 

when asked 

  

 2 Follows simple commands (―Roll the ball‖) and 
understands simple questions (―Where‘s your shoe?‖) 

  

 3 Enjoys simple stories, songs, and rhymes   

 4 Points to pictures, when named, in books   

 5 Acquires new words on a regular basis   

 6 Uses some one- or two-word questions (―Where 
kitty?‖ or ―Go bye-bye?‖) 

  

 7 Puts two words together (―More cookie‖)   

 8 Uses many different consonant sounds at the 

beginning of words 

  

  2 to 3 years   

 1 Has a word for almost everything   

 2 Uses two- or three-word phrases to talk about and 

ask for things 

  

 3 Uses k, g, f, t, d, and n sounds   

 4 Speaks in a way that is understood by family 

members and friends 

  

 5 Names objects to ask for them or to direct attention 

to them 
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  4 to 5 years   

 1 Pays attention to a short story and answers simple 
questions about it 

  

 2 Hears and understands most of what is said at home 

and in school 

  

 3 Uses sentences that give many details   

 4 Tells stories that stay on topic   

 5 Communicates easily with other children and adults   

 6 Says most sounds correctly except for a few (l, s, r, v, 

z, ch, sh, and th) 

  

 7 Uses rhyming words   

 8 Names some letters and numbers   

 9 Uses adult grammar   

  5 to 6 years   

 1 Understand the concept of numbers.   

 2 Know day from night and left from right.   

 3 Be able to tell time.   

 4 Be able to repeat three numbers backward.   

 courtesy of the American Speech–Language–Hearing 
Association. 
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5.5 Checklist for identifying students with Communication deficits 

 

S.No             Checklist for communication Skills  
(NIPID Secundrabad Hyderabad) 

Yes/
No 

1  Responds to the sounds.   

2  Responds to gestures with gestures.   

3  Carries out simple instructions.   

4  Uses "Yes" or "No" with appropriate nodding of head.   

5  Responds to simple questions.   

6  Points to 3 body parts self.   

7 Points to familiar objects.   

8 Uses single word meaningfully.   

9  Says own name.   

10 Uses appropriate words for toileting.   

11 Tells the names of 3 belongings.   

12 Says the names of 5 common objects.   

13 Combines the use of words and gestures to make 
wants to be known. 

  

14 Names 10 actions of people by using verbs.   

15 Indicates some food items such as water, rice, and 

milk. 

  

16  Combines noun and verb in two-word phrases.   
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17 Responds to the question "what is this?"   

18  Points to picture of 10 common objects when 

described by its use. 

  

19 Tells/identifies gender when asked   

20 Asks questions "what is this (that)?"   

5.6 Activities for Developing Communication Skills  

Activity 1: Responding to Sounds 

a. Materials: Sound Making Toys, Mobile Phone 

Select some sound-making toys that the Children like. Produce sounds 

and let them listen and turn towards the sound. Perform motor acts such 

as clapping hands and tapping hands on a desk. Encourage repeat 

sounds, such as smacking the lips, throwing a kiss, and making ―rrr" 

sound. Say the single consonant plus vowel sounds "da'da", 'ma'. Place 

the hands of the child who is poor in responding to the sounds on your 

face, nose, lips, and throat while you are vocalizing. 

Activity 2: Responding to Gestures with Gestures 

Select some gestures that the children can imitate when you do it — 

smiling, waving goodbye, clapping hands, patting, bowing, shaking the 

head, etc. Wave your hands directly in the children‘s line of vision, until 

their eyes focus on your hand. When they look at your hand, hold the 

hands of the child who has difficulty and guide him to wave as you wave 

goodbye, saying Tata/bye simultaneously so that the gesture is 

meaningful. Follow the steps to guide the children in imitating other 

gestures meaningfully. 

Activity 3: Identify  3 Body Parts 

Point to your eyes and tell "eyes". Tell the children to point towards their 

eyes and make them touch their eyes and tell "eyes". Take children to a 
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mirror, touch their eyes and tell "eyes'. Tell them to point to their eyes 

and your eyes. Help the child who has difficulty by holding his/her hand 

and make him/her touch his/her eyes and tell eyes. Follow the steps 

pointing to other parts of the body also.  

Activity 4: Identify 12 familiar objects   

a. Materials: Some familiar objects like pencil, toys, lunch boxes, 

Eatables, etc 

Collect and list out 12 familiar objects that the children often use. Teach 

to point to one object in two and multiple choice situations (Pre 

academic). Point to one object at a time. Once children learn to point to 

one object, introduce the next one. 

Activity 5: Saying Simple Words Meaningfully 

Consult a speech pathologist to rule out conditions that may 

hinder speech production and get his advice. Select word/words 

whose sounds are well established in his vocal play.  

Show the Child the objects and say its name. Tell him to look at your 

mouth and say what you are saying. Name several times. Ask another 

person to name it, thus making it a play. If he attempts, reward him. 

Introduce the objects of his interest in the same manner. Keep it on the 

shelf and ask him "what do you want". Give it only when he 

tells/attempts to tell the world. If use of the selected words is the name 

of a favorite person mummy/papa. Every time you show an object, 

name it. Use one object only while training. Use the same language, 

preferably the child's mother tongue. Association of the name with the 

object will occur only when there is consistency. 

     Activity 6: Saying his/her Name 

a. Materials: Mirror 

Stand in front of a mirror with the child. Point to yourself and say 

your name. Point to the child and tell his name. Tell the child to 

repeat his name when you say his name. Collect some belongings 

of the child and other children show them one by one and ask him 

to whom it belongs. For example, pick up the bag of the child, and 

ask whose bag is this. Encourage the child to tell his name. 
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Answering/responding to attendance being called by the teacher in 

class is a good activity as he would learn with peers. 

Activity 7: Naming 5 common objects 

   a. Materials: Cup, ball, Pictures of different objects 

Select objects/persons the child sees often such as cups, paper, 

milk,   ball, mummy, etc. Use the steps explained in the above 

Activity — to name one object/person. Repeat the activities until 

he uses them meaningfully. Introduce new words when he shows 

more interest in objects and persons and names them. 
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Section 6 

Social Skills 
 

Contents Covered 

6.1 Social Skill 

6.2 Important Social Skills 

6.3 Benefits of Social Skills 

6.4 Developmental Milestones of Social Skills 

6.5 Checklists  

6.6 Activities for developing Social Skills  

 

Expected Outcome 

● Participants will be awarded about social skills of children 0-6 years 

● Participants will be able to screen/identify children with social skill 

deficits 

● Participants will understand how to develop social skills of CWSN 

 

Detailed Session 

 

6.1 SOCIAL SKILL 

 

A social skill is any competence facilitating interaction and communication with 

others where social rules and relations are created, communicated, and 

changed in verbal and nonverbal ways. The process of learning these skills is 

called socialization. 

(Wikipedia) 
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6.2 IMPORTANT SOCIAL SKILLS 

➢ Listening 
➢ Eye contact 

➢ Following Directions 

➢ Sharing 

➢ Using Manners 
➢ Respecting Personal Space 

6.3 Benefits of Social Skills 

Social skills give kids a wide range of benefits. They are linked to greater 
success in school and better relationships with peers. 

● Better educational and career outcomes. 

● Better success in life. 

● Stronger friendships. 

6.4 Developmental Milestones Social Skills 

DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONES IN SOCIAL SKILLS 

S.No NEWBORN 

1 Shows feelings by crying. 

2 Uses face and body to show you how he/she is feeling. 

3 Shows interest in watching your face. 

4 Quiets in response to your touch. 

1 MONTH 

1  Shows feelings by crying.    

2  Shows interest in watching your face.  

3  Quiets in response to touch.  
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2 MONTHS 

1  Shows feelings by crying or smiling.  

2  Begins to smile at parent. 

3  Follows parent with eyes 

3 MONTHS 

1  Quiets to familiar voice or touch.  

2  Smiles at people. 

3  Enjoys being hugged and cuddled. 

4 MONTHS 

1 Smiles spontaneously, especially at people. 

2 Shows excitement by waving arms and legs. 

3 Calms and stops crying when comforted (most of the time). 

4 Enjoys playing with people and imitating smiles and frowns 

6 MONTHS 

1  Knows familiar faces and begins to know if someone is a stranger. 

2  Enjoys playing with others, especially family (such as ―peek-a-

boo‖). 

3    Likes to look at self in mirror. 
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4   Responds to other people‘s emotions and often seems happy. 

5 Makes sounds to express happiness or displeasure 

9 MONTHS 

1 Shows feelings by smiling, crying and pointing. 

2 Prefers certain toys. 

3 Clings to familiar adults. 

4 Cries when parent leaves and is shy around strangers. 

5 Responds to own name. 

12 MONTHS 

1 Prefers certain people and toys. 

2 Imitates sounds, gestures or actions to get parent's attention. 

3 Cries when parent leaves and is shy around strangers. 

4 Puts arm or leg out to help with dressing. 

5 Enjoys playing games like ―peek-a-boo‖ and ―pat-a-cake.‖ 

18 MONTHS 

1 Shows interest in other children. 

2 Plays simple pretend, such as feeding a baby. 
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3 Imitates your behavior. 

4  Tries new things with familiar adults nearby. 

5   Hands things to others as part of play. 

6  Shows feelings, for example, temper tantrums, fear of strangers, 

and affection with familiar people or clinging to a familiar adult in 

new situations. 

7  Points to show things to others. 

2 YEARS 

1 Plays briefly beside other children, and gets excited when with 

other children. 

2  Imitates others, especially adults and older children. 

3 Shows more and more independence. 

4 Shows defiance, such as doing what he/she was told not to do. 

5  Begins to play with other children, as in chasing one another. 

3 YEARS 

1 Shows concern and affection for others without prompting. 

2 Copies adults and friends (for example, runs when other children 

run). 

3 Takes turns in games. 

4 Separates easily from parents. 
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5 Shows a wide range of feelings. 

6 Enjoys routines and may get upset with a major change. 

7 Dresses and undresses self. 

8 Enjoys helping with simple household tasks. 

9 Verbalizes toilet needs and may be toilet trained during the day. 

4 YEARS 

1 Plays cooperatively with other children. 

2 Negotiates solutions to conflicts. 

3 Prefers playing with other children than playing alone 

4 Enjoys doing new things. 

5 Becomes more creative in make-believe play. 

6 Confuses what‘s real and what‘s make-believe. 

7 Expresses likes and dislikes. 

8 Seeks new experiences. 

5 YEARS 

1 Wants to please friends. 

2 Wants to be like friends. 
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3 Agrees to rules more easily. 

4 Likes to sing, dance and act. 

5 Knows the difference between fantasy and reality. 

6 Knows who is a boy or girl. 

7 Expresses likes and dislikes. 

8 Shows increasing independence. 

9 Seeks new experiences. 

10 Demonstrates both demanding and cooperative behaviors. 

6 YEARS 

1 Playing with other children with shared aims within play. 

2 Playing imaginatively for instance playing in the home-corner, 

dressing up and cooking. 

3 Engaging in games with simple rules (e.g. hide and seek). 

  Source: - Kid Sense Child Development Corporation Pty Ltd 
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6.5 Checklist for identifying children having social skill deficit 

S.No Checklist for Social Skills (NIPID Secundrabad 

Hyderabad) 

YES/NO 

1 Watches a person moving directly in line of vision.   

2  Reaches/goes to the familiar person.   

3 Responds to smile/laughter with similar behaviour.   

4 Responds to own name.   

5 Plays with one other child each doing separate activity.   

6 Takes part in a game with another child.   

7 Actively explores his environment.   

8 Pulls at another person to show him an object.   

9 Waits for needs to be met.   

10 Shares object or food when requested, with another child.   

11 Greets others.   

12 Makes a choice when asked (favourite toy/food/dress).   

13 Cooperates with parental request (75% of the time).   

14 Attempts to help parents with a task.   

15  Sings/dances with music.   
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16  Follows rules in a group game.   

17  Asks permission to use toy that a peer is playing with.   

18 Takes turn.   

19  Repeats rhymes and songs.   

20 Plays with 4 to 5 children.   

6.6 Activities for Developing Social Skills  

Activity 1: Looking at Moving Objects 

Materials: Rattle, some noise-making toys 

Make the child sit in a place. Walk around the place and see the Child and his 

response. Use a rattle/some other noise makers to stimulate the Child.  

Initially stand/sit in front of Child, smile at him by making sounds and calling 

his/her name. When he responds to the sound, bring the sound maker towards 

your face and start moving it by calling his name. Once he maintains eye—

contact, move towards the left and follow the same steps. Then   come back to 

the front and move towards the right.  If he is able to move his eyes and looks 

at you, change the above steps by moving right to the front and then to left. 

 

Activity 3: Recognising and Responding to Name 

Materials: Mirror 

Make the child sit/stand in front of a mirror. Touch the child's face and tell his 

name, 'this is Mehak'. Touch your face and tell, 'this is ‗………. Remove the 

mirror, and make him sit in front of you and call his name. While calling his 

name, hold his head and make him look at your face. While looking at you, 

give a toy in his hand. Repeat it many times. Gradually reduce the physical 

help. Change your position, sit on the child's left side, and repeat the steps. 

Again change your position to the right, back, 3 feet to 5 feet far, and so on.  
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Activity4: Playing Game 

Arrange group play activities for the child with the same age group of children. 

Start with one more child of the same age. Let the child sit/stand. Tell him to 

roll/throw the ball to the other child sitting/standing 5 feet away. Arrange 

activities such as building a house with blocks. Play in the sand with toys in 

which they can share toys and play together. Gradually reduce your 

involvement in their activities. 

 

Activity 5: Sharing the Toys/Food 

Materials: Balls, Blocks 

Keep two balls in front of the child and tell him to give one to the other child 

and take one for him. Let both of them play for 2 minutes with the ball. After 

explaining, take away the ball from the other person and tell the child, 'if you 

throw the ball to the other person, he will throw it back to you. Give some 

blocks, and tell the other children to join. Tell the child to give some blocks to 

the other child so that he too can build with him. Keep two toffees in front of 

the child and tell him to give one to the other child and take one for him. 

Select sharing activities to strengthen the skill of sharing. 
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SECTION 7 

Self-care Skills 
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Contents Covered 

7.1 Self-care Skills 

7.2 Prerequisites for self-help skills 

7.3 Types/Domains in Self-Care Skills 

7.4 Activities for Developing Self-Care Skills 

 

Expected Outcome 

By the end of the session, the participant will be able to: 

● Comprehend the concept of self-help skills. 

● Identify specific problem areas while performing ADL. 

● Develop specific self-help activities to train CWSNs at the foundation 

level. 

Detailed Session Plan 

7.1 SELF CARE SKILLS 

Everyday tasks are undertaken so children are ready to participate in life 

activities (including feeding, dressing, eating, cleaning teeth, etc). 

They are often referred to as the activities of daily living (ADL). While these 

are typically supported by adults in young children, it is expected that children 

develop independence in these skills as they mature. 

 

Definition 

WHO Defines self-care as: 

 ― The ability of individuals, families, and communities to promote health, 

prevent disease, maintain health, and to cope with illness and disability 

with or without the support of a healthcare provider‖. 

● Self-care skills are one of the first ways that help children develop the 

ability to plan and sequence task performance, organize the necessary 

materials, and to develop the refined physical control required to carry 

out daily tasks (e.g. opening lunch boxes, drawing, or standing to pull up 

pants). 

● Self-care skills act as precursors for many school-related tasks as well as 

life skills. When self-care skills are difficult, this also becomes a limiting 

factor for many other life experiences. 
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7.2 Pre requisites for self-help skills 

● Hand and finger strength: An ability to exert force against resistance 

using the hands and fingers for utensil use. 

● Hand control: The ability to move and use the hands in a controlled 

manner such as cutlery used for eating. 

● Sensory processing: Accurate registration, interpretation, and 

response to sensory stimulation in the environment and one‘s own body. 

● Object manipulation: The ability to skillfully manipulate tools, 

including the ability to hold and move pencils and scissors with control, 

controlled use of everyday tools such as a toothbrush, hairbrush, and 

cutlery. 

● Expressive language (using language): The use of language through 

speech, sign, or alternative forms of communication to communicate 

wants, needs, thoughts, and ideas. 

● Planning and sequencing: The sequential multi-step task/activity 

performance to achieve a well-defined result (e.g. dressing and teeth 

cleaning). 

● Receptive language (understanding): Comprehension of language. 

● Compliance: Ability to follow simple adult-directed routines (i.e. doesn‘t 

demonstrate avoidance behaviors where the child simply doesn‘t want to 

do it because an adult is telling them to do it and interrupts what they 

were doing). 

7.3 Types /Domains in Self-Care Skills 

● Self-feeding 

● Dressing 

● Grooming 

● Hygiene and Toileting 

Self-Feeding 

Strategies to train in self-feeding 

● The best way to build independent feeding 

skills is to learn the normal developmental 

stages of self-feeding. 

● Encourage children to practice feeding 

themselves from infancy on. Begin by 
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offering older infants finger foods. Introduce a spoon and fork and give 

children plenty of time to practice. 

● Let children be as independent as possible during mealtimes. 

● Give them the tools they need to be successful. Consider bowls that 

attach to the table, child-sized utensils, and small cups with handles and 

spouts (such as measuring cups) for pouring. Encourage children to try 

for themselves but provide help and encouragement when needed so 

they don‘t get frustrated. 

Dressing 

Independent dressing and grooming training strategies  

● Encourage children to dress and groom by themselves; just provide 

minimal assistance. 

● Begin with older infants and toddlers by encouraging them to help pull 

socks on and off, pull up pants after diapering, and help put their arms 

through sleeves. 

● As children get older, encourage them to dress themselves but help with 

challenging steps such as zipping and buttoning. 

Hygiene and Toileting 

Hygiene and toilet training Strategies 

● Encourage children to learn to use 

the toilet to climb on and off the 

toilet seat, pull clothing up and 

down, and wash their hands 

independently. 

●  Also, teach children how to brush 

their teeth after lunch and snacks. 

● Be ready to provide support and help if they need it. 

● Encouraging children to take care of everyday hygiene routines and to 

use the toilet independently helps them learn how to become more 

independent and self-sufficient, and frees up their time to help children 

with other activities. 
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7.4 Activities for Developing Self Care Skills  
Activity 1: Chewing and Swallowing 

         

Materials: Plate, spoon, liquid food, semi-solid food, solid food 

 

Start training after finding the child's functional level of sitting, opening 

mouth, sucking, swallowing, and chewing solid food. 

If the child is able to do the first step proceed to the next step; by giving 

him long pieces of carrot/cucumber and making him bite, chew, and 

swallow.  

If he doesn't like carrots, apply honey at its thin end or something he 

likes.  

Place it between his hind (molar) teeth.  

Biscuits can also be used. Start with semi-solids and gradually proceed 

to solid — soft and finally crisp food items. 

Activity 2: Picking Food and Self Eating 
 

Materials: Eating Items 

 

Make the child sit comfortably. 

Introduce food items in the following order. Start with food items like 

bread, chappati and so on which can be made into pieces.  

Later as he learns to eat, introduce loose food such as rice and dal. If 

necessary, mix the rice with dal and make it into small balls. Make 

chappati/bread into small pieces. Hold the child's hand and help him pick 

up the food, take it towards his mouth, and put it into the mouth.  

if necessary, show him how to chew and swallow. 

Gradually reduce the physical assistance. Praise him at every step.  

Activity 3: Drinking 
 

Materials: Glass/Cup, Water 

 

Holding the cup/glass and filling the cup/glass with water can be trained. 

Initially have only a mouthful of water in the glass/cup.  

As he learns to drink increase the quantity of the water in the cup/glass. 

Train him to lift the glass/cup to the level of the mouth. 
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If needed, tilt the cup/glass so that he gets water in the mouth by 

holding him at the neck to support.  

Activity 4: Eating a Complete Meal 
 

Materials: Eating Items 

 

Make an assessment of all previous skills. 

Step by Step training can be done as per the level of the child.  

While training to eat a full meal, make sure that the child is hungry so 

that he is motivated.  

Make the child sit comfortably, after washing hands.  

Serve him a full meal with all dishes gradually.  

Gradually reduce the assistance. 

 

Activity 5: Dressing Removing Clothes 

 

Materials: Shirt, Pent 

 

Take the child to a dressing/private area.  

Remove the buttons of the Child‘s shirt/blouse. Help him/her to hold it 

properly with fingers in order to remove it, simultaneously saying 

'remove'.  

Initially hold his hand and help him to remove it. Gradually reduce the 

physical assistance and make him remove it by himself. Reinforce him at 

every step when he cooperates to finish the task. 

Removing Pants/Panties 

1. Stand behind the child. 

2. Place his hands on the pant/panty on both hips. 

3. Place your hand on his hands.  

4. Pull down the pants with his hands on pants and your hand on top of 

his, saying simultaneously "remove pants". 

5. When it reaches the ankle, help him to take out the legs one by one. 

6. Gradually reduce physical help –say only "remove pants." 

7. Reward appropriately. 

Removing Shirt. 

1. Unbutton the shirt 

2. Stand behind the child. 

3. Place the hand on his hand 
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4. Take out the left sleeve 

5. Take out the right sleeve— gradually reduce the physical help and 

reward appropriately. 

 

Activity 6: Dressing Putting Clothes 

 

Materials: Shirt, Pent 

 

Take the child to the dressing/private area. Give him/her own dress.  

show how to find the right side of the dress. 

 Guide step by step.  

Holds the right side of shirt/frock 

Pushes the right arm through the right sleeve 

Pull up to shoulders. 

Pushes the left arm through the left sleeve. 

Pulls up to shoulders. 

Pulls down. 

Gradually reduce the amount of physical aid. Use a mirror so that he can 

see when he dresses. 

 

Activity 7: Dressing Unbuttoning Clothes 

 

Materials: Shirt  

 

Initially start with shirts/frocks with big buttons and buttonholes.  

Demonstrate and help him step by step to remove the buttons 

Always remember to hold the button with your right-hand thumb and 

index fingers while removing. 

Reinforce him at every step.  

Gradually reduce the size of buttons.  

Once he masters the skill, train him to remove the buttons on his own 

clothes. Start with the second or third button and work 

upwards/downwards. Always use the type of buttons the child uses. 
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Activity 8:  Dressing Buttoning Clothes 

 

Materials: Shirt  

 

Take the child to a dressing/private area.  

After wearing the shirt, use the below steps to train to the button. 

Keep the top button against the top buttonhole. 

Hold the button between your thumb and the index finger of your left 

hand. 

Push the button through the buttonhole. 

Take out the button through the buttonhole with the right thumb and 

index finger. 

Repeat it with other buttons. 

Stand behind the child and physically help him to button. 

Physical help Should be reduced gradually when the trainee learns the 

skill of buttoning.  

Start training with the middle button and work up/down so that he is 

able to see while buttoning. 

Starting on the top button will not allow the child to see while buttoning. 

 

Activity 9: Washing Hands and Face 

 

Materials: Soap, Water 

 

After the child does some work that dirties his hands. 

 show the child his dirty hands and explain to him the need to wash his 

hands. 

In the morning and evening, train the child to wash his hands and face 

as a routine. 

Use the below steps to teach him to wash his face.  

Wets the hands and face 

Takes soap from soap dish 

Applies soap in the palm 

Keeps soap in the soap dish 

Applies soap on the face 

Rubs face with hands 

Washes hands with water 
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Washes face with water 

Repeat till the soap is removed. 

After finishing the task let him see his clean face in a mirror. 

 

Activity 10: Brushing 

 

Materials: Toothbrush and Paste 

 

Instead of simulating the situation, to brush the teeth, develop a habit of 

brushing their teeth every morning when he gets up and evening before 

he goes to bed. 

 Assess his level of functioning step by step as below.  

1. Holds the brush properly. 

2. Wets the brush. 

3. Opens the cap of the paste tube. 

4. Applies toothpaste on the brush. 

5. Closes paste tube and keeps back. 

6. Washes mouth with water. 

7. Spits the water. 

8. Repeats it till the teeth and mouth get cleaned. 

9. Washes the face and hands. 

10. Washes brush. 

 

Activity 11: Combing 

 

Materials: Comb, Mirror 

 

Make the child stand in front of the mirror. 

If he/she is used to applying oil — put a little oil in the right hand, ask 

him to rub both hands above his head, and help apply by himself.  

Demonstrate and ask him to look at you when you comb your hair.  

Give him his comb and help him in parting his hair.  

Tell him to look at the mirror and see how nice he looks after combing. 
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Activity 12: Toileting Independently 

 

Materials: Soap, Towel 

 

Train him to indicate his toilet needs consistently.  

Once he indicates, make him associate the need and place, and take him 

to the toilet.  

As per the skill area, train him to step by step as below: 

1. Recognizes the need to urinate/defecate. 

2. Finds the toilet. 

3. Goes to the toilet. 

4. Enters the toilet and closes the door.  

5. Squats/sits. 

6. Uses the toilet. 

7. Washes. 

8. Washes the hands with soap. 

9. Wipes bands with a towel. 
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SECTION  8 

PRE-ACADEMIC SKILLS 

Content Covered:   

8.1. Pre-Academic Skills 

8.2 Activities for Developing Pre-academic Skills  

Expected Outcome 

By the end of the session, the participant will able to: 

❖ Understand the Preacademic skills and their importance 

❖ Learn Activities for developing Pre-academic skills.L 

Detailed Session  

What are pre- academic skills? 

Pre-academic skills include: 

● Development of Pre-learning Skills:  Attention,  Eye-Contact,  Sitting 

tolerance,  Imitation,  Compliance,  Cooperation,  Turn-taking Skills, on-

task behaviour, Self-help skills, Pretend/imaginative play 

● Development of Pre-academic Skills:  Matching, Sorting, Grouping, 

Classification, Pattern making, Sequencing labelling and other skills. 

● Development of Pre-Reading concepts: Picture reading, Alphabet 

identification. 

● Development of Pre-writing concepts: Controlled use of writing 

implements (column, writing lines) Scribbling, Tracing, Copying. 

● Development of Pre-Math concepts: such as big-small,  far-Near, 

More-Less, Counting and identification of numerals. 
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Activities for Developing Pre-academic Skills  
 

Activity 1: SORTING ACTIVITY 

 

Materials: Comb, ball, brush pencil etc 

 

A child learns to match similar objects before he names the object.  

Keep some familiar objects (comb, ball, brush, pencil, book etc.,). 

Give him one object — a ball and tell him to find a similar object from 

the group of familiar objects.   

If he fails to do it, show him by doing it yourself and ask him to try.  

To match from a large number of objects, start with matching of 2 to 3 

and more objects later. 

 

Activity 2: Identification Activity 

Materials:  Comb, ball, brush pencil etc 

 

Pick up some familiar objects like comb, ball pencil, book etc.  

Use steps as shown below for the identification of each object. 

Identifies a comb when you show a comb. 

Identifies comb from a comb and brush 

Identifies comb from a number of objects 

Show the use of comb by combing 

Once he identifies an object correctly, proceed to the other object one 

by one,  

finally tell him to pick up the object when  you name it. 

 

Activity 3: Scribbling Activity 

Materials: Paper, crayons pencil, chalk etc 

 

Make the child sit in a suitable position on the floor/at a table.  

Give him paper/slate and crayons /sketch pens/pencil/chalk. 

Let him watch how you hold the pencil/crayon and scribble. 

Guide his hands to scribble.  

Let him enjoy looking at the coloured lines and marks which he takes.  
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Reduce the physical assistance as he progresses to hold the 

pencil/crayon and scribble. 

 

 

Activity 4: Association Activity  Matching      

Materials: Picture Cards 

 

Teach him to identify an apple and the picture of an apple in a two 

choice and multi choice situation.  

Ask to take out apple from other objects and match with the picture of 

apple mixed with other pictures.  

The same way teach him, to match the objects with the picture of the 

same objects. 

 

Activity 5: Writing Activity          

Materials: Paper, Pencil, Cryon 

 

Make the child sit in a comfortable position.  

Give him a paper/slate/crayon/piece.  

Initially hold his hands to draw the lines. 

Guide his hands to make vertical lines, Make dots and help him to join 

them with lines. 

As a next step you draw the line and ask him to copy.  

Finally let him draw by himself, if you use colour pens, the child will be 

motivated easily.  

After learning to draw vertical lines, use the same steps to draw 

horizontal lines. 

 

Activity 6: Comprehension -- Big and Small Activity 

         Materials: Objects of different sizes 

 

Show a big ball and a small ball and tell which is big.  

Tell the child to feel the big and small balls and ask him to give the big 

ball. 

Repeat this exercise with big book and small book big fruit and small 

fruit. 

After strengthening the understanding big, introduce the concept of 

small using the same objects and methods.  
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Finally mix up all big and small objects and ask the child to sort out big 

and small objects separately. 

 

 

Activity 7: Colour Concept 

Materials: Flash cards of flowers with different colours, Real object with 

different colours  

 

Show the Child a red flower and tell him to show another red flower kept 

nearby.  

Give him the red flower and tell him to pick up the red flower kept with a 

yellow flower.  

As the third step, tell him to find out the red flower from a group of red, 

yellow and other flowers.  

Repeat these steps using different objects of red, yellow and green to 

strengthen the skill.  

Once he is able to match red coloured objects follow the same steps to 

teach matching yellow and green coloured objects.  

Use a variety of objects to sustain interest as well as to generalize. 

 

Activity 8: Basic Numeracy 

Materials: Pencils, Stones, Blocks 

Keep 10 Pencils/stones/blocks in a line.  

Touch each stick/stone and count 1 to 10.  

While counting, tell the Child also to count in imitation. 

Let him pick up each stone and drop in a cup/plate one each. 

Hold his hand, and make him touch the stick while counting 1 to 10.  

Initially count upto 3, gradually increase upto 5, If he is able to count 

upto 5, continue upto 10. 
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